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0. Introduction. This paper is an application of the Markov property of the

Brownian local times, as obtained in ([4], [6]; see also [10]), to the study of the

sojourn time distributions of the one-dimensional Brownian motion (Wiener

process). We recall the following two facts. If X(t), Z(0)=0, denotes the Wiener

process (with continuous path functions),

/^-ijY..^»*
is the "local time" (which by [9] exists and is continuous in (t, x) except for an

exceptional set of paths having probability 0), and if for a>0 we set Fa(a) =

inf {t : f(t, a, w)>a} then f(T0(a), x, w), x^O, is the diffusion process with x as

"time parameter," infinitesimal generator of the form 4y(d2\dy)2, initial value a,

and absorbing barrier at 0 [4, p. 1]. Furthermore, for a > 0, f(Ta(a), a - x, w),

0¿x¿a, is the restriction to parameter values in [0, a] of the diffusion process

with generator 4y(d2\dy2) + 2(d\dy) and initial value a, where 0 is an entrance bound-

ary [6, p. 627]; [4, p. 62].

It is clear that Fa(0) is just the first passage time of X(t) to a, and thus the process

f(Ta(0), a — x, w), which starts at the entrance boundary 0, provides information on

the sojourn times of X(t) up to the first passage time. This method can be extended

to the first passage time to {± a}, and our main concern will be with the local and

sojourn times up to this passage time, denoted by Aa.

We shall now summarize the results. Set Aa = inf{t : \X(t)\=a}. Then, for

0 ¿ x ¿ a, f(Aa, a — x, w) +f(Aa, — a + x, w) is the diffusion with generator 4y(d2\dy2)

+ 2(d/dy), initial value 0, and absolute probability densities (2.x)"1 exp (—y¡2x),

0¿j. Suppose, now, that/(,4a, 0, w) = a is fixed and given (this is actually a random

variable with density a"1 exp ( — y I a), as we see by considering the case x = a

above). The conditional process X(s), 0¿5¿y4a then breaks into two independent

parts: an initial part up to time T0(a), and a final part during which there is no

return to 0 and ending at ±a (each) with probability ^. The two processes

f(T0(a), x, w) and f(T0(a), — x, w), 0 ¿ x ¿ a, are (conditionally) independent dif-

fusion processes with initial value a which are nonhomogeneous in x. Indeed, they

are obtained by conditioning f(T0(a), ±x, w), when f(Aa, 0, w) = a is not given,

by the condition that (respectively) f(T0(a), ±a, w)=0. Their transition function,
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like that of the unconditional (homogeneous) process, can be given explicitly.

The total sojourn time J"£ f(T0(a), x, w) dx, under the same conditioning, has the

density with Laplace transform exp (aj2a)(l — a(2X)112 cotanh a(2A)1/2), We are not

able to invert this transform explicitly, but after squaring and integrating out on a

we obtain the transform of the last return time to 0 before Aa. It is

(a(2A)1'2)-1tanha(2A)1'2,

and can be inverted in terms of 0-functions.

As for the part of the process between this last return time T0(a) (conditionally,

as before) and Aa, its properties are obviously free of the given value of a. Denoting

the corresponding local time process by

f(Aa, a-x, w)-f(T0(a), a-x,w),       0 è x è a,

where a is arbitrary but fixed, if one is also given that X(Aa) = a (given —a instead

the process would vanish identically) this process becomes the nonhomogeneous

diffusion obtained by conditioning the one with generator 4y(d2¡dy2) + 2(d\dy) and

initial value 0 by the requirement that it also vanish when x=a. Its distributions

are obtained explicitly. Finally, combining the two parts of the process, we obtain

the explicit distributions of f(Aa, x, w) without any conditioning. These have a

simple form (Theorem 1.4).

To return to the sojourn times in (0, a), that of the second part of our conditional

process is found to have the density with transform a(2A)1/2 cosech a(2A)1/2, which

again can be inverted using 0-functions. We note that the product of this transform

and of the transform for the last return time to 0 before Aa is just sech a(2A)1/2,

which gives the (known) distribution of Aa. Consider next the diffusion/(F0(a), x, w)

with generator 4y(d2\dy2). If/(F0(a), a, w)=ß is fixed and given, then the sojourn

Jo /(^o(a)> x, w) dx has a density whose transform is obtained, but is exces-

sively complicated. It does lead, however, to the relatively simple expression

exp-(o(A/2)1/2 tanh a(2A)1/2) for the transform of this random variable when the

value of ß is not given.

In the remainder of the paper an attempt is made to define Brownian motion

conditionally upon never reaching a, or alternatively {±a}. A natural idea is to

consider X(t) in (0, T) for F fixed, conditionally upon maxoSfST X(t)<a, or upon

max0s,sr \X(t)\ <a, and then to let F-> oo to obtain limiting joint distributions.

In this way we obtain what we term the "Brownian taboo process" with taboo

state a, or set {±a} (see [1, p. 43] for the origin of our use of the work "taboo").

These processes are respectively the unique diffusion on (—oo, a) with generator

1 ÉL       1     d
2 dy2    a—ydy

and the unique diffusion on (-a, a) with generator
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It seems to be of note that the former is essentially the radial component of Brown-

ian motion in 3-dimension (it becomes this exactly if A^O) = x < 0 is assumed and

the conditioning is on minoStSr X<t)>0). However, some care is necessary in

interpreting these results, since the given conditions take on vanishing probability

as T-> co. We conclude by observing that if we replace the condition

max \X(t)\ < a   by      max    \X(t)\ < a,
OétST OSiáTo(a)

and let a -> co, we do not recover the taboo process with set { ± a} but obtain the

process with generator

1 ¿2      snQQ d

2dy2    a-\y\dy

which is similar to the taboo process with taboo state a in (0, a), and to its negative

in (-a, 0).

1. The local time processes. The first result given in the Introduction is an easy

consequence of the facts stated there.

Theorem 1.1. 77ie process f(Aa,a — x,w)+f(Aa, — a + x, w), 0¿A:¿a, is the

diffusion with generator of the form 4y(d2/dy2) + 2(d\dy) and initial state 0 (which

is an entrance boundary). Its distributions (x fixed) have the densities

(2x)-1exp(-y/2x),       0 ¿ y.

Its transition density is given by

*r. «j - & -» (-¥) i ^yr-m+'Mz¥m-

Proof. It is obvious that the process defines the local time of |ATF)| at a — x

up to the first passage time of \X(t)\ to a (provided that the local time at 0 is

defined as the right derivative only). By a known result [3, pp. 81, 82] the process

\X(t)\ can be constructed (up to stochastic equivalence) by deleting from X(t) the

negative excursions and then collapsing the /-axis to the left to fill up the resulting

gaps. It is therefore clear that the local time of | X(t)\ at points 0 ¿ a—x is stochastic-

ally the same as that of X(t) up to its first passage time to a. This reduces the

theorem to known properties of the latter ([4, p. 75, line 1] where the formula

given is for \ of the present process). Indeed the absolute probabilities follow from

the transition probabilities by setting Vi=0.

We suppose now that f(Aa, 0, w) = a is given. Thus in particular F0(a) < Aa and

we can consider the conditional processes f(T0(a), x, w) and f(T0(a), — x, w),

0 ¿ x ¿ a, which are clearly equivalent in the stochastic sense. Let the path segments

X(s), 0¿5¿/lo, be divided into the two parts 0¿5¿F0(a) and F0(«)¿5¿^0. It is

clear by considering the reversed process X(Aa—s), 0 ¿ s ¿ Aa — T0(a) [5, p. 212]

that the segment X(T0(a)+s), 0¿5¿/4a-Fo(a), is (conditionally) independent of
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the past, and (stochastically) free of the given value a. The segment X(s), OèsèAa,

can be reconstructed by conditioning X(t) in [0, T0(a)] by maxoSsiToia) \X(s)\ <a,

without assuming f(Aa, 0, w) = a, and then adjoining an independent section with

the distributions of ATF0(cî)-|-.ï), 0èsèAa — T0(a), conditionally upon/(^a, 0, w)

= a. But it is clear that in [0, T0(a)] the condition maxoSsgro(a) X(s)< a is equivalent

to f(T0(a), a, w) = 0, since 0 is an absorbing boundary for f(T0(a), x, w). We

introduce the notation

_ e\o(-(yx+y2)¡2x) lyxVl2r (i(yiy2y

2ix
(S)"V,(fc^)

for the transition density of f(T0(a), x, w), which also has an absorption prob-

ability P0(x;yx, {0}) = exp ( — yxßx) [4, Theorem 1.2]. Then we have immediately

Theorem 1.2. The transition density of the conditional local time process

f(T0(a), x, w), Oèxèa, given f (A a, 0, w) = a, is

p(xx,yx;x2,y2) = p0(x2-xx;yx,y2)   °}a   X2'/2'   {
'o\a — Xx,yx,{\J¡-)

\   2(a-x2)(a-xx)(x2-xx)J2i(x2-xx)\y2/       \ x2-xx J

with an absorbtion probability exo (—yx(a — x2)¡2(a — xx)(x2 — xx)). The marginal

probabilities have the density

and a mass at 0 of magnitude exp ( — a(a — x)/2ax).

Proof. The only point requiring comment is that the marginal probabilities are

obtained from the transition probabilities by setting xx = 0, x2 = x, yx = a, and

y%=y-

It is clear from the above and the independence of the (unconditional) processes

f(T0(a), ± x, w), which is evident from [4], that the conditional ones are also

independent, and the density a"1 exp (—y¡a) for the conditioning random variable

a follows from Theorem 1.1 upon setting x = a, as noted earlier.

From the independence of X(T0(a) + s) and the "past," together with the Markov

properties of the/(F0(a), x, w) andf(Aa, a — x, w), it follows that conditional upon

f(Aa, 0, w) = a the process f(Aa, a — x, w)—f(T0(a), a — x, w) is also a diffusion

(with distributions free of a) and it becomes obvious that its structure is as follows.

Theorem 1.3. The conditional process f(A a, a — x, w)—f(T0(a), a — x, w), 0è xèa,

is obtained by conditioning the diffusion with generator 4y(d2\dy2) + 2(d\dy) and initial

value 0 to take on the value 0 when x = a (since 0 is inaccessible the conditioning is
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understood as the limit, given values e>0 for x = a, as e->0 + ). The marginal

distributions of this conditional diffusion have the densities

" ya
exp — —f-r»       0 ¿ y.

2x(a — x) 2x(a - x)

Remark. We shall not write the transition function.

Proof. One simply uses the expression for p1 (Theorem 1.1) with yx or y2 = 0 to

obtain

(¿exp -e)(i(¿^exp -2(¿3o)2fl'

which equals the stated density.

Let us consider finally the densities for the (unconditional) process f(Aa, x, w),

which is non-Markovian but becomes Markovian if X(Aa) = a or X(Aa)= —a is

given [4, p. 75]. We obtain the

Theorem 1.4. f(Aa, x,w), —a<x<a, has the distribution with density

"2 ya
exP - J „Ï       ° < F>

(a+\x\)(a2-x2)

together with a probability mass at 0 of magnitude \x\j(a+ \x\).

Proof. Let fx(y) denote the density off(Aa, x, w) conditional upon X(Aa)= —a.

Then clearly the desired density will be \(fx(y)+f-x(y)) with an additional mass

at 0 of size ^(1 — ¡q f\x\(y) ¿v). Choosing 0<x<a, we note from Theorem 1.3 that

f-x(y) = fx(y) * (2-¿^ exp -5^5).

where the asterisk denotes convolution. But/* may be computed using the known

density a-1 exp (-a/a) for/0(a), which is unaffected by the conditioning. We must

simply condition the transition p0 from 0 to x by f(Aa, a, w) = 0, as in Theorem 1.2.

From the series expression for p0 we evaluate easily

fx{y) = f a H ~a) ê exp (-a~2T-2(a^x-) + i) |0 kW+Ty. (¡j?)" da

n yd
^2eXP-72-T2' 0<>'-

(a + x)2

There is also a mass at 0 given by

2xr °° I ¡a_a_    _a_\

Jo   a        \   a   2x   2a) x+a

It is now a routine matter to form the convolution forf_x, and we obtain the result

that

f-x(y) = -^2cxp-^-2,       0<y.

Forming the average of/±(/) now completes the proof.
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Remark. We indicated in [4, pp. 74, 75] a different method for obtaining this

result, but did not anticipate that the outcome would be simple.

Remark. The results of this section apply without change to any conservative

diffusion process which, in the universal scale, is regular in (—a, a) and is absorbed

at {±a}. Indeed, such a diffusion has a generator of the form (d¡dm)(d + ¡dx+)

where m is an increasing, right-continuous function on (—a, a). By a theorem of

Ito and McKean [3, §5.2] it may be obtained from Brownian motion by a random

time change, in such a way that (a) the local times at equal points v and at corre-

sponding times t and t are identical if the local time for a diffusion Y(t) is defined

by

and (b) the first passage times to {± a} for the two processes correspond to each

other under the random time change [4, pp. 83, 84]. Thus in order to interpret the

results of this section for the general diffusion Y(t) one has only to define

f(t, y,w) = 2 ̂ - £ /,„.„,(Y(s)) ds

and the results hold exactly as stated. (Note that this also changes the definition

ofF0(«)).

2. Some sojourn times. We next take up the integrals in x of these local time

processes. To obtain their distributions, or the Laplace transforms thereof, it

seems easiest to use not the processes directly but rather an approximation in

terms of symmetric Bernoulli trials.

Theorem 2.1. The Laplace transform of the conditional density of

i'/profa), X, W) dx
Jo

given that f (A a, 0, w) = a is given by

exp (a/2a-a(A/2)1/2 cotanh a(2A)1'2).

That of ¡I (f(Aa, x, w)-f(T0(a), x, w)) dx, under the same conditioning, is

a(2X)112 cosech a^A)1'2.

Proof. We consider in the interval [0, a] an ordinary symmetric random walk on

the points ka\n, O^k^n with reflecting boundaries 0 and a. Let g0,n (resp. ga¡n(s))

denote the generating function of the conditional distribution of the number of

steps required to reach 0 (resp. a) if the process starts at ajn and it is given that 0

(resp. a) is reached before a (resp. 0). Then it follows immediately from the known
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generating functions for the classical "gambler's ruin" problem [2, vol. 1, p. 320]

that we have

and

„    „        n    l\\-\s)-K-\s)\
go.nW    n_ly   A;(s)-A5(i)   /'

(5)=     /Al(5)-A2(5)\

8a-ÁS)     "Ws)-X"2(s))'

where A¡(5) = (1 ±(1 —s2)ll2)ls respectively, /= 1 or 2.

Since go,n(s)ga,n(s) is the generating function of — (k+l) plus the number of

steps of the random walk required to return to 0 exactly k times (starting at 0)

before reaching a given that 0 is visited exactly k+1 times before a (and that from

0 it always returns to a\n in one step), it is plausible that as kn -> co at the correct

rate and if 5 is replaced by e"Ar» for suitable rn this expression will converge to the

transform of the distribution of the sojourn in (0, a) up to Aa given that the local

time at 0 is a (corresponding to kn) and that X(Aa)=a. Under the same conditions

the factors go.„(s) and ga,„(5) will then converge to the two transforms in the

theorem. This method is easy to justify rigorously by applying [4, Theorem 4.1]

or [8, Theorem 2] where/(i, x, w) is obtained as a uniform limit of the correspond-

ing random walk expressions. (In [4] one has a = 1 and 2" in place of «, but this is

unimportant. It should be noted, however, that the approximating expressions are

sufficiently regular in a, uniformly in n, to obtain from this convergence that of the

conditional transforms when a is fixed.) The necessary substitutions also are seen

to be kn = [a«/2a] and s = exp ( — Aa2/«2) (the latter since y steps require timey'(a2/«2)).

It is now a routine calculation to let « -> co and obtain the theorem. For brevity

we present only the second computation, which is free of kn. We have

K(s)-\2(s) n       /Aa2   Xa2\   (1+a(2A)^2/«)-(l-a(2A)^2/«)

»" .     A?(5)- A2(5)     »™ n CXP \ n2      « ) (1 + a(2A)1'2/«)"-(1 -a(2A)1'2/«)-

2a(2A)1/2

exp(a(2A)1/2)- exp ( - a(2A)1'2)

as required.

As a further check of this theorem, it is noted that the transform for Aa ought

to be given by multiplying these two and integrating out on a with respect to its

density. This leads to

(2A)1'2 cosech a(2A)x'2 f" exp - (a/2a + a(A/2)1/2 cotanh a(2A)1/2) ¿a = sech a(2A)1'2,

which is known (and can be routinely verified) to be correct. At the same time, if

we omit the factor a(2A)J'2 cosech a(2A)1'2 we obtain (l¡a(2\)112) tanh a(2A)1/2.

This can be inverted [7, p. 283, #27] to yield
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Corollary 2.1. The density in t for the time of the last visit to 0 before reaching

{±a} is given by

¿ Ö2(0' ¿) = aWïr2 tm <-1)nexp -2jfr'   0<t-

One can also invert a(2A)1/2 cosech a(2A)1/2 [7, p. 28, #6], but both here and for

Corollary 2.2 below we have not found an inversion for transforms involving

exp (-A1,2/(A1/2)) where/is cotanh or tanh.

Before applying Theorem 2.1 we shall present an extension which, although

unwieldy, is of interest in view of the Markov property of f(T0(a), x, w), and

because of its proof and corollary.

Theorem 2.2. The Laplace transform of the density of ¡a0f(T0(a),x,w)dx,

conditional upon f(T0(a), a,w)=ß>0, is given by

/2Aa\1/2     cosech a(2X)lt2Jx(i(2Xaß)1'2 cosech a(2X)112)

\ ß J     2ip0(a; a, B) exp ((a+i3)(A/2)1/2 cotanh a(2A)1/2)'

where p0 is as in Theorem 1.2.

Proof. Since ATF0(a)) = 0, the segments X(s), 0^s^T0(a), can be broken into

pieces according to the unique (random) partition 0 = F0 < Tx < ■ ■ ■ < T2k < T0(a)

<T2k+i such that

X(T}) = 0;j even, X(t) Ï a; T¡ ^ t < Tj+X,j even
and

= a;j odd ¿ 0; T,: <, t < Ti+1,j odd.

Let us first obtain the distribution ofk whenf(T0(a), a, w) = ß is given. The function

/(/, a, w), O^láFo(ce), increases only during the periods [F,, Tj+1) for j odd. If

there are k of these periods then f(T0(a), a, w) becomes the sum of k independent

random variables with density (l/2a) exp (—y¡2a), and hence has the density

2a(*-l)! \2aj      CXp ~2a

[2, vol. II, p. 10]. Since f(T0(a), 0, w) = a and f(t, 0, w) increases only during

[Tj,Tj+1) for y even, these increases having the same exponential density, the

probability that a should lie between the kth and (A;+l)th partial sums is

(llkl)(a/2a)k exp (-aßa), in accordance with a Poisson distribution [2, Vol. II,

Chapter 1, (3.5)]. Thus we can write that the probability of k is proportional to the

product of these two quantities, the first at y=ß, which if we set r=k-1 is

« / a+ß\laßV

4a2r!(/+l)! yXp      2r )\4a2) '

But this is simply the rth term in the series for p0, which explains the p0 in the

denominator of the theorem as a normalization for summation over the probabilities

of k (it also explains the terms in the series for p0).
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Assuming now that k is also given, we see that the increases in/(/, a, w) subdivide

(0, ß) into k subintervals in accordance with k—l points chosen uniformly at

random in (0, ß) [2, Vol. II, Chapter 3, §3]. Given these points the sojourn in (0, a)

during Uo<^odd (F„ TJ + 1) has the distribution with transform

(a(2A)1/2 cosech a(2A)1/2)te exp (ßßa)(l -a(2A)1/2 tanh a(2A)1/2)

in accordance with Theorem 2.1, where the exponentials have the fixed product

for any choice of the subdividing points. Similarly, the sojourn during

2(fc-l)

U     (F;.,F3.+ 1)u(F2k,F0(a))
0 ̂  ; even

has the transform

(a(2A)1/2 cosech a(2A)1'2)k: exp (a/2a)(l -a(2A)J'2 cotanh a(2A)1/2).

Since these two sojourns are conditionally independent given k and have sum

jo /(Fo(«), x, w) dx, we can now write for the unconditional transform

a   ^ ( aß \2r (q(2A)1/2 cosech a(2A)1/2)2r + 2"-^•»¿2(5) r!(r+l)1

•exp -(a+^XA^)1'2 cotanh a(2A)1/2.

This reduces easily to the statement of the theorem.

It is worthwhile to make an indirect check of this result, and to obtain at the

same time the unconditional transform for \aQ f(T0(a), x, w) dx. If ß is given, this

last becomes independent of J"™ f(T0(a), x, w) dx, which is easily shown to have

the density with transform exp —ß(X/2)112 (this is equivalent to that of F0(j3/2),

which is equivalent to that of Tei2(0) by a result of P. Levy [see 3, p. 43], and this

last has a known transform [3, p. 26]). Moreover, since j™ f(T0(a), x, w) dx has

the transform exp — a(A/2)1/2 while p0(a; a, ß) is the density of ß with a further

mass p{ß = 0} = exp ( — aßa), we can multiply the two conditional transforms and

integrate out on ß to get exp — a(A/2)1/2. The integration from 0+ to co is easily

performed (one can use j"™+ p0(a; a, ß) dß= 1 -exp (-aßa) here) and yields

/ ¡XY12     ♦    u   rtiunW /AV'2    cosech2 a^A)1'2      ,\
(exp-ay     cotanh a(2A)-j(exp a(-)     cotanh a(2A)1i+1 -1)

= exp (-«U)    )- exP (""(ö)     cotanh a(2A)1/2J-

But by Theorem 2.1 the added term for ß=0 is exactly the negative of the 2nd term

here, as required. If, on the other hand, we omit the factor exp (—j8(A/2)1'2), we

can obtain
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Corollary 2.2. The transform of the density of J£ f(T0(a), x, w) dx is given by

exp (-«(A/2)1'2 tanh a(2A)1'2).

Proof. One obtains directly the expression

l ÍÁY12    .    u   ^m«y /A\1/2 cosech2 a(2A)1/2\
(exp-«(5)     cotanh fl(2A)-)(expa(-)     CQtanh ¿A);1/2)

which reduces easily to the assertion.

Needless to point out, one can similarly obtain the joint transform of

/»a /»oo

f(T0(a), x, w) dx   and f(T0(a), x, w) dx,
JO Ja

as well as its multidimensional analog, but they seem excessively complicated.

3. Brownian taboo processes. We have studied the local time of X(t) up to the

passage times Fa(0) and Aa, thus obtaining some features of the process up until

it reaches a or {± a}. This leaves open the possibility that aor{±a} are not reached.

One knows, of course, that the corresponding sets have 0 probability, but it is

still feasible to define by a limiting procedure the process conditional upon never

reaching a or {±a}. Subject to rigorous justification given below the corresponding

definition is

Definition 3.1. The Brownian taboo process with taboo state a (resp. set {±a})

is the diffusion on (—oo, a) (resp. on ( — a, a)) with joint distributions at times

0^tx<t2< ■ ■ ■ <tn determined as the weak limits as F->oo of those of X(t)

conditional upon max0ä(sr X(t)<a (resp. upon max0stsT 1-^(01 <a)-

Remark. See [1, p. 43] for a related use of the nomenclature.

We next obtain the existence and structure of these processes.

Theorem 3.1. The taboo process with taboo state a is the unique diffusion on

(—oo, a) with generator of the form

IÜ 1     d
2 dy2     a—y dy

The taboo process with taboo set {±a} is the unique diffusion on ( — a, a) with generator

of the form

Id2      TV       try d_

2 dy2 ~~ 2â       2à dy"

Remark. All of the boundaries for these processes are inaccessible (no boundary

conditions are possible). The first process is transient, however, with limit — oo a.s.

as f-> oo.

Proof. Choose 0 = to<tx< ■ ■ ■ <tn<T, and let pa(f,x,y) and pa,-a(f', x,y)

denote respectively the transition densities of X(t) with absorbing barriers at a or
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at ±a. hetpc,T (resp. pD,T) denote the joint densities of X(t) given max0g¡sr X(t)

<a (resp. maxoSlSr \X(t)\ <a). Then setting x0 = 0 it is not hard to see that

Pc.TVl, ■ ■ -, In', Xx, . . ., Xn)

_ f-r     ,.     . v PMmax0<t<r_t„ X(t)<a}
- n PAtj-tj-ux,-ux,) p0{maXo<t<T m<a} '

r \
Pd.TVI, • • -,'n, XX, . . ., Xn)

-fin      (ft      v       r^Mmax0Star \X(t)\ <fl}
- \JlP*,-¿!¡   h-u x,-u xi} Po{maXo¿tíT |/(/)| < a] ■

We also have for x < a, [5, Chapter III, §20],

(2\l/2    Ha-xIT'1!2 ¿2

-) exp-j-dz,

and for \x\ <a

Fornax \X(t)\ < a\
{OätST J

- v|0 W+V-1 Sin ((2"+1lf + a)) 6XP -i^8?^-

Consequently as F^ oo the last factors in (3.1) are easily evaluated:

a-xn   \/T _ a — xn

and

&<3r-tf»  «

(x„ + a) ,(F-rn)       772F      .      (xn + a)       7r2in
¡™ Sm ̂ 4^ CXP "•" H^CXP 8^ = Sm * H^ 6XP 8?'

It follows that as F-> oo the joint densities pc,T and />D-T converges respectively to

those of the Markov processes with transition densities pa(t; x, y)(a-y)j(a-x), and

. . sin (ir(y + a)!2a)       rt2t

Pa.-Af,x,y) úri\;{x+a)¡2a)^Ta

It remains only to show that these are the transition densities of the stated diffusions.

That the paths may be assumed continuous and that the finite boundaries are

inaccessible for these processes becomes obvious from their construction. To obtain

the form of the generators it then suffices to show that the transition densities

satisfy the backward equations

/IS2 1     d\, s       d

(iw*-—xter;x> ?>=**'> *>y)

and

¡IB2 77-   A TTX    3 \      . v 3 .

\2lW2-TatanTa-è-x)P^X'y) = 3-tP^X'y)
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respectively. Using the fact that both pa and püt _ 0 satisfy the equation \ (d2p¡8x2)

= dp¡8t in their appropriate intervals, the result now follows by straightforward

differentiation which may be left to the reader. Finally, the generator

1 d*__    1    d
2 dy2     a—y dy

corresponds to the Bessel process in 3 dimensions multiplied by — 1 and translated

by +a. It is known [3, p. 133] that this process is transient with a.s. limit -co,

which is inaccessible. This completes the proofi^1).

Let us consider, finally, the process X(t) conditioned by maxoSiSTo(a) \X(t)\ <a.

For 0<a<ß it follows readily from the strong Markov property with stopping

time F0(a) that we can obtain the conditional process in 0 ¿ t ¿ F0(a) by constructing

the one in 0¿í¿F0(/3) and then restricting it to 0¿/¿Fo(a). Thus as ß-^co we

obtain a well-defined conditional process in 0¿?<oo whose restriction to 0¿í

¿ T0(a), for each a > 0, is equivalent to the former. Let this process be denoted by

X*(t).

If X*(t)=x is now given, x>0, we can construct a process equivalent to

X*(t + s), 0¿5, as follows. Let Y(t) be an unconditional Brownian motion starting

at x>0 and let F(0, a) denote its first passage time to the set { + a, 0}. We now

condition Y(t) in 0¿í¿F(0, a) by T(F(0, a)) = 0, and set X*(t + s)= Y(s), 0¿5

¿F(0, a). Finally, to define X*(t + T(0, a) + s), 0¿5¿oo, we simply use a replica

of the whole process X*(t), independent of the past. That this procedure is valid

becomes clear upon observing that, conditional upon t<T0(ß) and/(/, 0, w) = a,

the process X*(t + s), 0¿5¿F0(fi) — t, is obtained from X(t + s) and the condition

maxossgro«)-i |ATy + 5)| <a by dividing it into two conditions on disjoint time

intervals, one up to the first return time to 0 (which must precede T0(ß) — t) and

the other from this instant up to T0(ß)—t during which f(t + s, 0, w) must increase

by exactly ß — a, and which by the strong Markov property is therefore independent

of the past up to the first return time to 0.

The conditional process X*(t + s), given X*(t) = x>0, is thus equivalent up to

its first return to 0, to Y(s) conditioned by T(F(0, a)) = 0. Granting that X*(t)

is a diffusion process (which is somewhat tedious to verify) this suffices to determine

the form of its generator. Since, for 0 < x < a,

P(Y(t) reaches x + A before x-A\ Y(T(0, a)) = 0) = ir-Aß(a-x),

we have as "drift coefficient" the expression — lj(a — x) for0<x, and by symmetry

l/(a+x) for 0>x. The "speed measure" of a diffusion is determined by properties

of the path holding with probability 1 (the "quadratic variation" in the present

case) and is not changed through conditioning by a set of positive probability.

Thus we can conclude with

(') Added in Proof. This appearance of the Bessel process was discussed in [11, p. 231].
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Theorem 3.2. X*(t) is the diffusion in ( — a, a) with generator

Id2       Id

2 dy2   a—y dy

in (0, a), and

Id2       1     d

2 dy2   a+ydy

in(-a,0).

Remark. We do not have to specify the generator at y=0 since this is a con-

sequence of continuity considerations in the domain of functions whose 2nd

derivatives have the required discontinuity at 0. The same proof shows that the

condition max0s(sro(a) X(t)<a, a -> co, leads to the process with generator

1 ¿2        1     ¿

2 ¿T-2   a—y dy

in (0, a), but simply \ (d2\dy2) in (- co, 0).
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